
MEETING Friday11th March 2022 

PRESENT 

Sam Hayes, Jane Miller, Karen & Sophie Markham, Susie Laws, Kate Allen, 

Cathy Atkins, Robyn Rake, Alison Darrington, Hannah Waites 

APOLOGIES 

Kara Freeman, Jules Darlow, Charlotte Darlow-Hurst, Liz Green, Laura 

Boreham, Debs Burger, Chrissy Jones 

 

1 Disco   

The Disco is now planned to be held inside and the DJ has been booked.  His 

cost remains the same at £90. 

2. ASAS 

Last weeks sale raised over £125, the next one is due to take place on Thursday 

7th April.  It was agreed to move all future ASAS to Fridays due to lack of 

volunteers to help on a Thursday.  SH to advise NB to update school calendar.  

3. Quiz – 7=9pm 

We have 2 teams registered for this already.  Register a team via PFA email 

There will be a scavenger hunt for virtual teams while those in school hold the 

raffle.  Mrs G has agreed to be quiz master and will sort out the microphone 

etc. 

Anyone who is able to help set up on the night please arrive for 6.30 to set up 

tables etc.  

RR to buy paper table cloths and please can everyone bring in a handful of old 

crayons etc so teams can doddle/decorate table cloths. 

JM is going to sort out the quiz presentation and do all the tech stuff. 



SH and HW to sort the raffle, we need to buy a book of tickets and it was 

decided to use a random number generator rather then fold up paper tickets.  

It was also suggested that we get a picture of raffle prizes to use for publicity. 

Tickets are £5 a team to be collected in an envelope in school.  Teams to 

provide all own snacks and drinks, we will not be providing any refreshments.  

SH to ask NB to email staff to encourage them to create a team. 

 

4. Summer Social/Jubilee Event 

We need to choose a name for this event.  Sumbileeocial was suggested, if 

anyone else has any suggestions please put them forward, however I seemed 

to be the only persons with reservations over this name!! 

SL to run the bar. 

We have created a subgroup to organise this event.  This is JM, SH, CA, RR, AD, 

DB 

Some of the things suggested – Raffle to include Hampers, Crown Making, ice 

creams (we need to check our freezer is still working), paddling 

pool/wheelbarrow full of booze as a separate raffle.  

 

AOB 

AD has investigated buying a mobile card reader, cost just under £20.  Fees on 

a £2 donation would be approx. 4p and on a £5 donation approx. £9 

It was suggested that we may need 2 especially for the summer event. 

 

Date and time of next meeting Wednesday 4th May 7.30 venue TBC 


